Supagas Values
Quality Assurance
Supagas Pty Ltd is committed to comply with the requirements of
ISO 9001-2008 and to continually improve the effectiveness of our
Quality Management System.
We review the Quality Management System and the quality policy on a
regular basis to ensure effectiveness and suitability to the organisation.
Everyone at Supagas understands we must provide a safe environment
for both our employees and the wider community. We are therefore
committed to implement and maintain a continual improvement approach
throughout the organisation whilst also meeting all applicable statutory
and regulatory requirements relevant to our field of supply.

Wherever, whenever...
adelaide bayswater cheltenham dandenong darwin
hobart karratha launceston perth somerton sunshine
wodonga yarrawonga

13 77 72
Head Office – Dandenong
23 Commerical Drive Dandenong South VIC 3175
P: (03) 9706 6262 F: (03) 9706 4787
www.supagas.com.au

Supagas Solutions

Specialty
Gases

Supagas difference
Supagas is a 100% Australian owned
company supplying a complete range
of gases and services Australia wide.
The company delivers bottled gases, bulk liquid gases
and specialty gases from state-of-the-art manufacturing
and laboratory facilities.
Supagas was started generations ago by three brothers
racing around Melbourne delivering gas better than
anyone else.
That competitive spirit still drives the company as it expands
into new markets. The family is still very much hands on.
Most recently, the company is proud to be supporting the
mining, oil and gas industries in remote parts of the country.
Our competitive advantage is based on reliable delivery,
fast and personal responses to queries and outstanding
customer service. These are keys to the Supagas difference.

Our can-do attitude
Supagas is famous for it’s can-do attitude.
Exceptional customer service underpins
every part of our business.
We’ve grown through teamwork and a strong sense
of personal responsibility.

Specialty gases and equipment

We seek to anticipate customer demands, we remain
flexible and we are prepared for the unexpected.

Supagas manufactures and supplies a wide range of
specialty gas mixes. This includes high and ultra-high
purity grade (99.999%) gases which are used by a
wide range of different industries.

Supagas is the industrial gas company that turns
challenges into solutions – whether it’s down the road
or across the nation.

Gases are supplied for use in scientific and engineering
processes, for stainless steel and specialised welding,
instrument calibration, food processing and laser cutting –
right through to cooling electrical generators in power stations.
All cylinders filled with specialty gas mixtures are fully vacuumed
before refilling. Our calibration is done to the best international
standards and we can offer a Certificate of Analysis for all our
specialty gases.

LASER
GASES
INSTRUMENT
ACETYLENE
ARGON
PURE

We are able to supply custom gas mixtures on short notice with
direct customer access to our laboratory technicians. It means
we are able to respond quickly to orders and technical queries.

ARGON
MIXES

We are geared to provide solutions without the red tape and
delays demonstrated by our larger competitors. Our prices are
competitive and our deliveries are responsive and designed to
meet regular and urgent demands.

HELIUM

Supagas supply a full range of gas control equipment
to suit most scientific and research applications.
We are able to supply specialty gas regulators, gas reticulation
systems, cylinder trollies and restraints, hoses, fittings, flash back
arrestors (for flammable and oxidising gases) and a whole range
of safety products. We’ll even deliver them to you free of charge
with your gas order.
The Supagas difference is personal and direct.

CALIBRATION
GASES

HYDROGEN

NITROGEN

OXYGEN
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